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The purpose of the first project was to implement the Application Control Language (ACL) to Activate Data Acquisition (ADA)/Inhibit Data Acquisition (IDA) the KGCS Gateway, to update existing Pad-B IEC Display to program ADA/IDA buttons with new ACL, and to test and release the ACL/Display.

The second project consisted of unit testing all of the Application Services Framework (ASF) by March 21st. The XmlFileReader was unit tested and reached 100% coverage. The XmlFileReader class is used to grab information from XML files and use them to initialize elements in the framework other elements by using the Xerces C++ XML Parser an open source commercial of the shelf software. This falls under the InfoHandler directory. The ScriptThread was also tested. ScriptThread manages the creation and activation of script threads. It is under the Ape directory. A large amount of the time was used in initializing the environment and learning how to set up unit tests and getting familiar with the specific segments of the project that was assigned to us.
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